Rest and leisure have great importance for health. Therefore Kungut Hotel &
Resort creates for its guests an ideal oasis, devoid of everyday vanity.
Located in one of the most beautiful places of Sheki, Kungut Hotel & Resort is a
sample of the ideal service.
The geographical position of the hotel makes it unique. Kungut Hotel & Resort is
located in the north - east of Sheki district, 24 km from the center of Sheki, 6 km
from the main highway Sheki - Oguz - Baku, at an altitude of 1200 m above sea
level. The hotel is 78 km from the international airport of Gabala ( maximum 1
hour of driving ). Transfer from the airport or in the other direction also can be
offered.

Kungut Hotel & Resort has
everything you need for a perfect
holiday:
modern
infrastructure,
comfortable rooms with breathtaking
views of the mountain peaks,
unsurpassed service. On the way here,
you can spend an unforgettable
vacation. Magnificent views from the
rooms will not leave anyone
uninterested.

Enchanting landscapes, rich culture and a variety of interesting historical places
attract a large number of tourists every year.
Beside this, Sheki has auspicious geographical and climatic conditions for riding.
Do not miss the chance to ride the Azerbaijani horses. This is a unique experience
with amazing and beautiful animals!

The Hotel's Administration will always give to their guests a warm welcome and
do their best so to arrange staying in Sheki as unconcern and comfortable as
possible

Facilities of the hotel












Restaurant
Billiard
Outdoor swimming pool
Riding
Transfer
City tour
Laundry
Room service
Free parking
Free Wi – Fi
Terrace












Wake-up call service
Heating system
Tours and excursions
Ballboy
Taxi service
Places for smokers
Hiking
Forest, River
Children's swing
Coffee table












Room service
Bath towel
The bathroom
Slippers
Soap
Shampoo
Shower gel
Refrigerator
Mirror
Water

Facilities of the hotel rooms













Mountain view
Village view
River view
TV
Satellite TV channels
Wardrobe - Wardrobe
Wi - fi
Phone
Air conditioning
Shower
Hair dryer
Toiletries

Additional facilities for suite rooms






Sofa
Seating area
Kettle
Tea/coffee set
Bathrobe

 Armchairs
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